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What is throughput HPC?

Mostly unattended batch jobs.

Many jobs/many cores.

Large workflows (inhomogeneous jobs).

Requires some level of technical expertise to use (and that’s okay).



Consortium setup

DTU, KU, AU in a consortium.

AU represents the consortium and coordinates ”access” to the facilities.

Offers access to ressources on three different facilities:
• GenomeDK (AU)

• Computerome2 (DTU)

• Sophia (DTU/KU)



The available hardware

DeiC has bought capacity on specific hardware from 
the consortium.

Not included in the agreement:
• Backup

• Other node types (fat, GPU) than what is stated in the 
table

• Any other services provided by the facilities

A surprise to many users!

Users may be billed separately if such services are
used.



Project creation process

Consortium receives project 
allocation

Consortium 
allocates the project 

to a facility 
Facility is informed 

about the allocation
Facility sends 

welcome mail to the 
project owner

”Welcome mail” includes
instructions for how to access the 
facility, how other project
members get access, setting up 
two-factor etc.

Based on preferences stated in 
the application and/or utilization of 
the facilities.

From either front office (local
allocation) or DeiC (national 
allocation).

Your local front office or DeiC processes applications.

Once an application for access to DeiC Throughput HPC has been accepted, the consortium takes over.



Support flow

Regular/technical support happens
directly between the user and the 
facility that the project is assigned

to

GenomeDK Computerome2 SophiaConsortium
representative

Complaints (about the allocation
process, lack of communication

from assigned facility, etc.)



Challenges



Economic stability

Investments are very long-term and capacity is not easily expanded
or reduced.

Uncertainty in economy makes planning hardware purchases 
impossible.

Agreements on a year-to-year basis are impractical. We must aim

for 3+ years.



Electricity prices

The surging electricity prices have affected almost everyone in 
Europe.

High-performance computing and other power-intensive 
infrastructure is hit particularly hard.

We need to discuss how this is handled on a national level.



Organizational stability

National HPC (in its current form) is still new.

Many critical processes took years to understand, communicate, and 
agree on.

Bootstrapping a national HPC landscape is a monumental task!

We must now ensure stability so that we can learn from our collective
experiences and fine tune understandings and communication
accordingly.



Security and registry data

Computerome2 and GenomeDK are both ISO 27001-compliant 
and are used for processing of sensitive data types.

Researchers would like to access data from e.g. DST and 
Sundhedsdatastyrelsen on these facilities.

Complete lack of transparency regarding what is required of service 

providers to host this data. Too much policitics!



Conclusion

DeiC Throughput HPC offers foundational HPC services to all 
Danish researchers.

It’s been a long, troubled road, but there’s light ahead J

Stability, stability, stability.


